Replacing
Trampoline Springs
A HANDY GUIDE
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Caution: When replacing springs, please be aware of sharp hooks and always
wear protective gloves when carrying out trampoline maintenance.

To remove the old springs, take the
spring tool by the handle and guide
the hooked end onto the spring
hook located in the frame. Use your
upper body strength to pull the
spring tool upwards and towards
you, releasing the spring from its
hole in the top frame.
Using a spring Tool
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Using a spring

If you are removing all the springs to replace them with a complete new set, we recommend alternating as you go so the tension is
evenly distributed around the bed. Whatever you remove from one point, ensure you mirror this on the opposite side.

Attaching new springs:
Attaching New Springs: Please note that
each spring will have a standard hook
and an elongated hook. The standard
hook attaches to the steel bed triangle
whilst the elongated hook goes into the
frame.
Using your spring tool, pull the new
spring towards the frame ensuring that
the hook lines up with the corresponding
slot in the steel frame.
Using your hand, push down on the body
of the spring until it slots into the frame.
Finally, release the spring tool from the
spring hook and repeat this process for
any remaining springs.

N.B.: If you are fitting a
complete set of new springs,
we recommend working
around the trampoline as if it
were a compass; fit springs at
North then South, East then
West, mirroring each side as
you go.
Continue to fit the remaining
springs in this manner so that
the tension remains evenly
distributed through the
trampoline bed and springs.

Adult installation required
Read User Guide before assembling
Please keep this guide for further reference
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